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Century of woman Suffrage
Exploring Hidden Histories

SARAH EGGE

“We Must Be Fearless”: The Woman Suffrage Movement in Indiana
By Anita Morgan
(Indianapolis: Indiana Historical Society Press, 2020. Pp. xi, 240. Illustrations, notes, 
index. $24.95.)

Front Pages, Front Lines: Media and the Fight for Women’s Suffrage
Edited by linda Steiner, Carolyn Kitch, and Brooke Kroeger
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2020. Pp. viii, 254. Illustrations, index. Clothbound, 
$110.00; paperbound, $25.00.)

In 2020, the centennial anniversary of the ratification of the Nineteenth 
Amendment sparked a flurry of scholarship on the woman suffrage 

movement. These studies were welcome because they often investigated 
little-known aspects of the cause or challenged dominant narratives. Anita 
Morgan’s “We Must Be Fearless”: The Woman Suffrage Movement in Indiana 
offers an important contribution to Indiana’s suffrage history. while previ-
ous scholarship—mostly in the form of articles, theses, and dissertations—
engaged with specific activists or campaigns, “We Must Be Fearless” tells 
the nearly seventy-year history of suffrage in Indiana with a scope wide 
enough to include many women who not only were suffragists but were 
also part of an expansive “great woman’s movement.” She rightly places 
their suffrage activism amid the plethora of causes they supported, includ-
ing temperance, peace, housing reform, better access to healthy foods, and 
child labor laws. Morgan’s narrative focuses on the back-and-forth struggle 
that thrust Indiana suffragists into a cycle of activism, one that required 
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them to overcome opposition from anti-suffrage brewers, industrialists, and 
politicians; a state political system full of arcane rules; and court decisions 
that stalled whatever progress suffragists had mustered. They won through 
perseverance and ingenuity, adopting dramatic publicity tactics that cap-
tured the public’s attention while mounting effective statewide campaigns. 

It was only when suffragists in Indiana became effective political lobby-
ists, organizers, rhetors, and propagandists that suffrage support swelled in 
the state, and Morgan’s final three chapters reveal the power of the media to 
their work. Her analysis of Indiana suffragists’ effective use of media sources 
dovetails with an edited volume entitled Front Pages, Front Lines: Media 
and the Fight for Women’s Suffrage, edited by linda Steiner, Carolyn Kitch, 
and Brooke Kroeger. Twelve contributors reexamine the role of the media, 
arguing that suffragists understood that media were crucial components of 
their efforts. Posters, broadsides, postcards, sashes, and buttons claimed 
the ballot for women in writing while public events, including pageants, 
strikes, pickets, car tours, and hikes generated headlines. Suffragists produced 
materials and actions to build publicity for the cause, seeking coverage in 
mass-circulation media. But neither could they control what journalists 
outside the cause printed nor how audiences responded to those reports. 
Both Morgan’s “We Must Be Fearless” and Steiner, Kitch, and Kroeger’s Front 
Pages, Front Lines confirm that understanding woman suffrage requires a 
careful analysis of the dynamic relationships among suffragists who often 
disagreed about strategy and messaging but recognized the power of the 
media if only they could harness it. These scholars agree that commemorat-
ing suffrage at its centennial anniversary requires clear-eyed scrutiny of the 
storytellers themselves, especially white suffragists who often emphasized 
their efforts while misrepresenting or silencing the efforts of others. 

“We Must Be Fearless” contributes to recovering the hidden history 
of suffrage in Indiana by examining the work of marginalized suffragists, 
especially black leaders, within the broader narrative. Morgan found that 
Jewish suffrage leaders like Sara Messing Stern, an officer in the Indiana 
Federation of Clubs and of the Council of Jewish women, sought to include 
African American women. She encountered a lukewarm response from the 
woman’s Franchise league, one of two state suffrage associations, whose 
board agreed that suffrage interested all people regardless of race but made 
no plans to organize among the black community. In 1912, the other state 
organization, the Equal Suffrage Association (ESA), chartered a branch, Branch 
Number 7, among black women, tapping Clara Barnes Ross, lucy Flint, 
and Elizabeth Mays for leadership roles. They met at the home of Madam 
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C. J. walker, an Indianapolis businesswoman. while white ESA leaders 
continued to meet with the members of Branch Number 7, the branch also 
coordinated its own events at black churches. During world war I, African 
American women valiantly mobilized on the home front, but Morgan notes 
that they often did so independently of white-led state-level war committees. 
Morgan’s assessment reveals that support for suffrage was high among many 
in Indiana’s black community, but white leaders overlooked their black female 
counterparts. More often than not, strategies to include African American 
women in Indiana prioritized segregation over integration.

Three contributors to Front Pages, Front Lines take up the work 
of the black press as it engaged with woman suffrage. Robin Mazyck 
Sundaramoorthy and Jinx Coleman Broussard argue that while the black 
press championed the work of African American suffragists like Ida B. 
wells, Mary Church Terrell, and Frances Ellen watkins Harper, it offered 
little meaningful support for the actual fight for female enfranchisement. 
linda Grasso compares coverage of woman suffrage in The Crisis and The 
Masses, two radical black publications with different political imperatives. 
Unlike Sundaramoorthy and Broussard, Grasso finds that both newspapers 
supported the cause and featured women contributors, but The Crisis focused 
on black women’s oppression and loss of rights while The Masses attacked 
systems of inequity including capitalism, racial prejudice, and patriarchy. 
Jane Rhodes explores this debate in the period after the ratification of the 
Nineteenth Amendment, a period known as the “New Negro” era, finding 
that periodicals offered a range of opinions about woman suffrage. woman 
suffrage was a threat to patriarchal authority, an ideology at the center 
of racial uplift and respectability, which created a split among black edi-
tors. Cyril Briggs’s The Crusader was lukewarm to the prospect of black 
women as voters, staying mostly silent on the matter. Marcus Garvey’s 
Negro World advocated for the protection of black women by celebrating 
black male self-defense. Garvey’s second wife, Amy Jacques Garvey, did 
not explicitly endorse woman suffrage when she became associate editor 
but argued that women played valuable roles in both domestic and public 
realms. But many publications, including The Crisis and The Messenger, 
advocated strongly for suffrage. w. E. B. DuBois wrote more than twenty 
pro-suffrage editorials for The Crisis, framing it as a human right. A. Philip 
Randolph and Chandler Owen argued in The Messenger for a new social 
order in which equality was inclusive of race as well as class and gender. 

As “We Must Be Fearless” and Front Pages, Front Lines expose less-well-
studied aspects of the woman suffrage movement, they signal important 
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advancements in the field. Morgan, Steiner, Kitch, and Kroeger apply inter-
sectional analyses when they take up questions about race, ethnicity, region, 
masculinity, and class to confirm that suffragists were not a monolith. 
Their work joins other recent scholarship that undercuts the early efforts of 
national leaders to produce a massive six-volume history that successfully 
downplayed just how divided suffragists were. Morgan’s Indiana suffragists 
disagreed so much about strategy, messaging, and goals that they had two 
state organizations that were more often at odds with each other. Sherilyn 
Cox Bennion’s contribution in Front Pages, Front Lines likewise exposes 
how Mormon women in Utah disagreed about suffrage because of their 
stances on polygamy. The pro-suffrage and pro-polygamy Exponent clashed 
with the anti-suffrage and anti-polygamy Anti-Polygamy Standard, creating 
an internal division among Mormons over the cause. These publications 
also made it difficult for non-Mormon suffragists to determine with which 
Mormon women they should align, when they disavowed polygamy but 
celebrated when Utah gave women the right to vote. 

This centennial scholarship affirms the tenacity and sense of urgency 
that characterized the tireless labor of suffragists from all backgrounds, but 
it also suggests that divisions among suffragists were responsible for some 
of that extended effort. woman suffrage was arguably the most radical 
cause of its time, and opposition was well organized and incredibly fierce. 
It did not help, then, that disagreements about strategy, messaging, and 
leadership pitted suffragists against each other. As linda Steiner analyzes 
in her contribution to Front Pages, Front Lines, rival publications like The 
Revolution and Woman’s Journal created internal cleavages and gave hostile 
opponents plenty of opportunities to pounce. In Indiana, Morgan explains 
how personality conflicts among Martha McKay, May wright Thompson 
Sewall, and Helen Gougar were a constant problem in the nineteenth century, 
while tactical differences in the twentieth century created multiple state 
organizations. By the 1917 legislative session, during which two suffrage 
bills—one for partial suffrage and another for full suffrage—passed, four 
distinct groups vied for control of the movement. while they shared the 
same goals, their separate work for the cause created confusion and com-
petition. “We Must Be Fearless” and Front Pages, Front Lines reframe how 
scholars ought to approach woman suffrage, offering models that privilege 
the variety of state and regional experiences and challenge assumptions 
that suffragists labored in unison. Starting with the premise that internal 
disunity provoked as much hardship as anti-suffragists did rejuvenates old 
questions about how women secured the right to vote in the first place.


